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FOREWORD

Rice postproduction involves proper harvesting, handling, drying,
storage, and milling. It involves an integrated process of bringing quality
grains to the consumers.

With the country’s goal of self-sufficiency, rice advocates campaign for
a more improved rice postproduction system to alleviate the total rice
production of the country. Already, plans on commercializing agriculture are
being pushed by the Department of Agriculture (DA) to help the country’s
economy. This entails linking the rice sector to the market.

There is a need to further develop our rice postproduction by
improving the practices and introducing appropriate technologies to
farmers, traders, and millers.

This technical bulletin contains the recommended practices on
harvesting, threshing, drying, storing, and milling. Likewise, it informs the
farmers, traders, and millers on the available equipment needed to minimize
losses.

For the rice postproduction system to survive as a business, we urge
farmers, traders, and millers to adopt the recommended practices and
technologies outlined in this bulletin.

LEOCADIO S. SEBASTIAN
Executive Director
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HARVESTING
Process of collecting the mature rice crop from the field, which includes cutting,
stacking, handling, threshing, cleaning, and hauling of paddy.

Before Harvesting

If there is enough standing water (5 cm), drain the
field 10 to 14 before harvest time in heavy soils (clay
or clay loam type) and 5 to 7 days in light soils
(sandy, or sandy-loam type). However, delay field
draining by 5 to 10 more days during dry season.
Draining makes harvesting faster and easier
especially if using mechanical harvesters.

Know whether the variety to be harvested is a
shattering type or not because this will determine
the method of handling the crop during harvesting
and threshing.
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Follow the recommended straw cut length. If threshing will be done
manually with the use of hold-on threshers, cut length should be increased
to improve threshing performance. However, if threshing will be done using
throw-in threshers, cut length should be decreased to facilitate loading
efficiency.

If using machines, consider the following:

• Never attempt to lubricate, clean, adjust, or unplug harvesters when the
machine or engine is running

 • Review operator’s manual before using

 • Ensure that the fuel system has no leaks

 • When refueling, stop the engine and do not smoke

 • Wear work clothes that fit snugly

Types of harvesters

Type          Engine type Capacity

Walking-type

   • Imported rice reaper          3hp gasoline harvest crop up to 2 ha of
     from Japan paddy field per day

   • Rice stripper-harvester      9hp gasoline harvest 1 ha, thresh, and
clean grains in one day

   • PhilRice rotary reaper        6hp gasoline harvest 1.5 ha per day

Riding type

  • Combine harvester         16hp gasoline harvest 1-3 ha per day,
reap, thresh, gather, clean,
and bag crops
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When using machines, check the following before operation:

• Peg teeth should be complete and peg length should
be uniformly adjusted

• Speed of threshing drum (ideal speed of chassis-
mounted axial-flow threshers is 600-700 rpm)

• Adjustment of blower

• Tension of the belts and alignment of pulleys

• Tightness of bolts and nuts

• Bearings  should be oiled or greased properly and
engine should have oil, fuel, etc.

  Avoid threshing wet palay when using a mechanical thresher. The grains,
impurities, and straws that stick to the thresher and other surfaces make
separation and cleaning very difficult. If  threshing wet palay could not be
avoided, reduce feeding rate on the thresher.

Place thresher near the pile of harvested crop in such a way that straws are
thrown in the direction of the wind. If thresher
has blowers and oscillating sieves, place this
on a levelled area.

When using throw-in type threshers, cut crop
as close to the panicles as possible to increase
machine efficiency

When using hampasan/hold-on type thresher,
cut crop close to the ground to have longer
straw that will provide enough space for
holding.

Ensure that machine operators are well-
trained

Follow the manufacturers’ recommended
speed. Higher speeds result in higher grain damage while lower speeds
increase the amount of unthreshed grain and result in grain loss.

Rotate worn pegs at 180 degrees or interchange them with those located on
the last half of the cylinder, or replace them if necessary

Adjust clearances between peg teeth and concave at about 25 mm

Hold-on type
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DRYING
Process of reducing grain moisture content to prevent spoilage and to attain a
safe level for storage

On rainy weather or when there is a great demand for drying space,
partially dry paddy to 18% MC, then dry the grain to 14% within two weeks.

 When drying commercial palay on surface such as concrete pavement, use
mats, plastic sheets, canvasses and fish nets paddy that are 2-4 cm thick.
Never dry palay on concrete pavement if using these for sed purposes.

 When using the sun drying method,

consider the following:

• Clean drying surface to avoid
contaminating the grains

• Stir palay every 30-60 minutes for
uniform drying.

• Do not dry palay on road pavements
to minimize losses and to avoid damage
as these are run over by vehicles

• Dry extremely wet paddy within 24 hours after harvest
or as soon as possible to prevent grain discoloration

• Separate grains according to variety clusters and
moisture content

• Do not pile wet threshed grain in bags. Instead, leave
these on the floor to minimize heat build-up

• Clean the wet paddy using a pre-cleaning or scalping
machine with aspirators before drying especially if field
cleaning was not thoroughly done

Pre-drying handling of wet paddy
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STORING
Storage facility should:

- have concrete floors, concrete block walls, galvanized iron sheets, and
fumigation equipment or approved pesticides for controlling stored grain
pests,

- be weather and pest proof

- have large fans for aeration

Carefully handle sacks to prevent tear and spillage

Store grains in clean bags that are clearly labelled

Store grains that are clean, uniformly dried, and of good quality

in polypropylene 50 kg bags

Store grains at a safe moisture level of 14% wet basis or lower for
prolonged storage

Stack up to 20 bags high on wooden pallets and provide adequate walking
space around each stack

Avoid exposing the stored grains to high relative humidity (75%) by keeping
them in a cold storage room. It is hard to maintain low relative humidity in
an ordinary storage area.

Have a storage plan. Separate variety clusters by storing them in color-
coded sacks and piling them according to the lots they came from

Monitor grain temperature with pre-installed temperature sensors to detect
insect infestation
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MILLING
Process of removing the husk and the bran layers to produce an edible, white
rice kernel that is free of impurities.

Use multipass rice mills. Single pass mills such as kiskisans break the grain
leading to low milling recoveries

Successful milling operations depend on good quality palay, good milling
setup, and knowledgeable and efficient mill operators
Do not mix varieties before and after milling. If this cannot be avoided, mix
only varieties with similar bio-chemical characteristics (fluffiness and
pastiness) and physical dimensions (length, width, and thickness of grain).

Mill rice at 14% MC

Clean paddy before milling to remove half filled or empty grains

•  Good agronomic practices in the production stage such as
use of certified seeds, proper leveling of rice fields,
uniform application of water and fertilizer, and
maintaining weed-free fields

•   Harvesting palay at the right maturity stage

•   Proper drying of wet harvested palay to 14% MC

• Uniformly mature kernels of
consistent size and shape

• No weed seeds

• No discolored grains

• 2% maximum amount of foreign
matters and damaged kernels

• 3% maximum amount of
immature grains

Characteristics of good quality palay for milling

Factors that contribute to good quality palay
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Appendix B

National standards for milled rice in the Philippines1

  Grade factors (% by weight)             GRADE
Premium No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

  Broken, max   5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 35.00 45.00
  (total including brewers)

  Brewers, max   0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 1.00 2.00

  Damaged kernel, max  0.50 0.70 1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00

  Discolored kernel max  0.50 0.70 1.00 3.00 5.00 8.00

  Chalky kernel, max   4.00 5.00 7.00 7.00 10.00 15.00

  Immature kernel, max  0.20 0.30 0.50 2.00 2.00 2.00

  Contrasting type, max  3.00 5.00 10.00 - - -

  Red kernel, max   1.00 2.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 7.00

  Foreign matters, max  0.025 0.10 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.25

  Paddy, max  10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 25.00 25.00
  (no. per 1 kg)

  Moisture content  14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00

1 Source: Rice Postproduction Technology (A technical Reference Guide) A
collaborative project between the Japan Grain Inspection Association (KOKKEN)
and the Philippine Rice Postprodcution Consortium (PRPC) 2003.
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For further information, contact:

Philippine Rice Research Institute
Maligaya, Science City of Muñoz, 3119 Nueva Ecija
Tel. No. (044) 456-0285 local 511, 512

Published 2004 by the Philippine Rice Research Institute.
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